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Key to Astrology and Astro-Psychology 
Copyright, I 911, by . C. C. Pfuhl 

MAN is a universe in a minature. Each organ of the 
brain is attracted or repelled by atmospheric currents, 
and these currents are created by the motion of all 

planets in our solar system; whatever planet is in the Ascend
ant, Zenith or Descendant rules for that time all people on 
earth, because such planet establishes a current between itself 
and the earth, causing the weather to change, and children 
born absorb these currents (like a sponge absorbs water), 
thus forming their character. 

Neptune, Uran us, Saturn, for instance, are slow in mo
tion, send a slow current, and act upon the upper group of 
mental faculties, while Mercury and Venus are swift, act 
upon the perceptive faculties; Jupiter and Mars are neither 
slow nor swift, act as mediators; the former gives poise, the 
latter executive ability; the moon amalgamates and the sun 
concentrates all Qurrents that come from the planets. Tu 
the sun gives temperament and planets give character. Many 

---µ-a·-nets· in conjunction-or near the sun genera'teenormous mag
netic currents, making children born at such a time very mag
netic to attract people toward them, because the earth atmo
sphere is charged with a powerful magnetic fluid., such chil
dren develop large perception, construction and a fine base of 
brain. If, on the other hand, many planets were opposed to 
the sun, than an electric current is established on earth and 
all children born at such a time are electric, because they being 
bathed in an electric fluid that was generated on earth at their 
birth, making them argumentative, and if not properly trained 
very quarrelsome, because they .have large reflection· and small 
perception; if planets were 90 or 180 degrees apart at birth 
they generate cross or discordant currents; all children born 
at such a time are irritable because the atmosphere was 
charged at the time of birth with discord. Such children 
should be handled like a dainty flower and should not be 
trained by male teachers, because male teachers as a rule are 
cold, unsympathetic, lectric and in most cases narrow) twice 
two is four class of men, unfit to train a child that needs 
sympathy. Such male teachers are good for children who 
have passed the age of twelve, but children below twelve 
should be taught by female teachers, because it is only a fe
male who has the love of the young at heart. She is not only 
more open than the male, but also more spiritual. The vice 
of tobacco has not ensnared her. 
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When planets are in perfect angle to the sun or to each 
other, such as 30-60, 72-120 or 144 degrees, the currents 
generated in the atmosphere at such a time were harmonious 
and children born under such conditions are refined, because 
every organ of their brain is equally fed by these waves of 
ether. Every etherial mineral wave of the atmosphere is 
equally well distributed, causing, therefor, every organ of the 
mind and body to be in perfect harmony, and disease, which 
is but an unbalanced or cross condition of nature, is absent. 
When most planets are south of the equator at a child's birth, 
then mineral currents predominate, the spine and base of brain 
receives the greatest stimulation; such a child becomes prac
tical and sees all things from a practical standpoint. Many 
planets above the horizon generate all kinds of salts that stim
ulate· flowers and fruit and make a person born under its in
fluence ideal and inventive, because those currents act upon the 
psychic organs. Neptune, Uran us and the two planets out
side of Neptune act upon the ideal faculties. Saturn acts up
on firmness, caution, secretiveness, causality, aqu1s1t1veness; 
Jupiter upon veneration and the artistic nature; Venus and 
Mars combined upon musical; Mercury and Mars combined 
upon the mathematical and merchanical organs; Venus and 
Moon upon the domestic organs. When planets come to the 

· ascendant that were in the descendant at birth (in their revo
lution) the person attracts to himself his opposing magnetism 
thus causing all manner of opposition should he make any 
change at such a time. The life is in danger when two or 
more planets that opposed each other at birth form a con
junction, because the magnetic currents established at birth 
do not blend, and, coming together, form an antagonism. 
By foreknowing it this can be prevented, thus all violence, 
loss of money and health can be avoided and all manner of 
joy and perfection established on earth. If planets were scat
tered at birth then the magneto-electric currents were corres
pondingly scattered, making the person then born restless, be
cause he seeks here and there etherial stimulation to supply his 
wants, the very moment a planet transits from one sign into 
another or a planet forms an opposition with another the at
mosphere changes, and when at a change of Moon _a planet 
becomes stationary and forms a square or opposition to sun or 
other planets. The atmosphere will be heavily charged with 
disturbing ether, bringing violence to that section of earth that 
corresponds to the latitude and longitude in which the as-
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pects occur, and the human family absorb these corresponding 
currents, making them irritable. Thus, storms, earthquakes, 
and all events arise and can be accurately foretold by all who 
calculate the law; all mystery ceases as soon as you under
stand the law of life; every wave of ether that this earth is 
charged with comes from other planets and has its correspond
ing ingredients within man. The thoughts of man on earth 
travel on and forever on until they receive a lodgement some
where. The soul, expresses itself through the spirit, while the 
spirit utilizes the brain which is the organ of the mind, and 
the mind controls the body. Facial expressions are produced 
by the action of the mind-back of which is the spirit under 
the guidance of the soul. A stro-psychology teaches the blending 
of the soul with the stars and points out a road to attainment. 
All knowledge belongs, and is born of the soul within, while 
the st~rs indicate the attributes of the mind. 

A~tro-Geography 

H AVING classified every state, county and city of North 
America, according to planetary currents, I am en
abled to place every human being in his proper mag

netic sphere, so he may prosper physically, intellectually, 
socially, spiritually. As every flower has a certain longitude 
and latitude to prosper in on this planet; as every bird has a 
certain climate to live in; or every beast and insect a certain 
section on the earth where it can live and thrive best; so has 
man, city, state and country, where he can unfold all the 
latent powers within him, or where he can dwarf all possi
bilities of goodness born in him. In one state man will fail 
in all his undertakings and become a moral, mental and 
physical cripple, while in another state this same man will be
come a moral and intellectual giant, incapable of committing 
foul deeds. Every current that emanates from the earth is, 
and must be, in harmony with the current of the brain of 
man; where this is the case, he is a success, but where not, he 
is a sad failure. 

As the action of the Sun to Earth produces different 
vegetation in different altitudes, latitudes and longitudes, so 
likewise does climate effect mankind; an unbalanced child may 
be born in Florida, but for its perfect unfoldment may need 
the elements of Wyoming. It may be born in Michigan, but 
for its unfoldment may need the elements of Texas. The 
goodness or genius of a child born in Vermont may never be 
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come manifest until going to Utah; a child born in California 
with criminal tendency may go to Minnesota, and, behold, the 
magnetic currents emanating from the soil, the air and water 
that feed him in the latter state may so invigorate him that 
the moral dwarf grows into a moral giant and the criminal 
nature within dissolves. A genius may be born in Nebraska, 
but he may need to absorb the ether of Massachusetts, Ala
bama or Washington to bring it out. A child with great in
ventive genius may be born in Montana, but the air, water 
and magnetic currents of that soil may turn this genius into 
a lunatic if his planet does not shine there; while the mag
netic currents of Tennessee may so unfold his nature that the 
genius will blossom forth and become a blessing to all man
kind, and vice versa. No child born on earth is born for 
crime or misfortune but all c 1 dren orn have success stamped 
upon t e1r row. et all cannot be fortunate in the same 
place. No one is born under an evil star, because evil stars 
do not exist, ut many are - orn out o t e element of their 
sou s essence, and the science of the stars will place them in 
their inheritance. The giant oak tree is hidden within an 
acorn, a beautiful pansy within the seed, but each have the 
proper climate to bring out its fulfillment. Cecil Rhodes 
found his success in South Africa; had he remained in England 
he would have died a consumptive before maturity without a 
penny; the pathos and oratory of Ingersoll would never have 
reached the human heart had not Illinois and New York: 
nursed him with their vibration. · Had Napoleon remained in 
Corsica when a boy he would have died as a youth. This 
fiery soul needed the elements of France for its stimulation 
and thus kindle all Europe into flame, and like a Nemesis 
bringing order of chaos. A child that is considered dull, 
ignorant and bad may have within itself the genius of an 
Edison if placed in a sphere that appeals to this genius. This 
sphere would be its harmonious climate; on the other hand, 
bring the child up in a climate that appeals only to his lower 
nature and you develop a monster. One climate develops the 
heart, the other the stomach. The vibration of one state or 
section of country develops the lungs and weakens the bowels, 
another section develops the liver and weakens the kidneys or 
bladder, one climate develops the eye, another the ear, another 
the voice and each organ of the body in turn has its corres
ponding organ in the mind. If you have certain sections of 
the head large or small you have the corresponding organs of 
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the body large or small. The nourishment that was denied 
you by nature and the environment in which you was born 
lays before you on this planet ; all you have to do is to get it, 
go to a section of the country that is ruled by your planet and 
you have found it, although your success may be in the very 
place where you was born. My observation in the foregoing 
dates back: since 1870 and is the result of scientific research 
and travel all over the civilized part of the earth, having ex
amined over 23,000 people, many of whom add proof to my 
discovery. 

The Creation 
Re-Embodiment of the Soul 

T HE earth is a combination of comets. Whichever is the 
largest comet becomes the nucleus of all others and the 
sun that throws this becomes the parent or center

and the continued attraction of the center star of each con
stellation· caused the revolution. The clinging together or 
growth of all these comets into one perfect body takes 1 solar 
day, or 216,000 years. Within each comet is contained the es
sence of life germ of all fruit, vegetation and flowers of the 
star that throwed this comet. Likewise the minerals of that 
star, as it takes from spring to fall for vegetation to be ripe 
or 1 year for the same reaction to again take place, so it takes 
6 solar days or 1,296,000 years for all elements to become com
pletely amalgamated as to form perfection; it takes a planet 
12 solar days or 2,592,000 years ( which is one revolution 
through the constellations) to become perfectly organized and 
magnetized as to receive animal and human life. 

The oceans, lakes and rivers are but essence or perspira
tion of the planet, produced by the friction within itself and 
through the zodiac, and as the germ of a beard is in the baby 
boy's face when born, but takes action. Evolution of cells 
and growth from within, also pressure from without, to bring 
it to the surface and its full growth iri time. So likewise all 
vegetation and minerals of the planet have their germ first in 
the comet or fire and ether state, second in the fluid and thence 
in the solid state, the action of the sun and all planets of the 
·system to the earth brings ·it· out. When· a planet is ready to 
receive- animal life each C constellation throws off souls of its 
own sped~ who gravitate or · travel to earth, weaving about 
their soul a body called spirit body and last weaving of the 
dense atmosphere of earth a material crust about the spirit 
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form, they materialize., and finally eating food of whatever 
the earth has, the door between spirit and body is locked and 
the spirit becomes imprisoned in matter, the form becomes so
lidified., thus each constellation sends forth its own animal. 
So likewise from a _constellation came many human souls, both 
male and female, locating on the planet. They travel in 
groups. Each soul has within itself the genius of its individ
ual constellation, like the seed of a flower has within itself the 
shape, form, col or, odor of the flower to be, so has the soul 
in its Adamic and Eva state the powers of all THAT IS AND 

EVER WILL BE. In the journey of the soul from its home in 
the star to the earth the soul weaves about itself a form in 
the world of ether ( the soul is like a flame of fire and in form 
and knowledge is perfect, and in love divine.,· the essence of 
God) ; called spirit body, and on earth weaves a material crust 
about its spirit body of the dense magnetic emanation and thick: 
atmosphere in which the earth is in its primitive stage. Iron 
and sulphur predominates, this giving man an iron or black 
body to begin with, laying a perfect foundation, so man in the 
beginning was a materialized spirit, eating the fruit of the 
field, berries or whatever fruit his section of the planet yielded, 
and thus the stomach, liver, bowels, heart, lungs, began to 
act, the physical eyes opened and these souls now began to 
see through the physical eyes, physical things, after becoming 
thoroughly environed and learning to control physical things 
through a physical body in a material world they gradually 
evolved. As the soul involves, so the body evolves. At death 
the spirit goes to a world that is suited to its unfoldment. The 
spirit takes 12 different bodies on physical earth, each body 
finer than the previous one. At death of each body the spirit 
inhabits different spiritual worlds that are close to the physical 
earth and corresponds to the life he has lived while on earth. 
An inventor goes to a world of inventors, a musician to a 
world of musicians, a criminal to a world of criminals, a mor
alist or genius to a world suited to his nature, and so on, but 
all advance and grow out of the world they inhabit after 
. death to a finer world,· and after having lived the spiritual life 
that corresponds to the earth work •and life while in the form 
-they return to physicai eart.h again take upon themselves a 
form that .is ·better in moral and intellectual culture and con
tinue the work laid down, before, or ages ago; man always 
man, woman always woman, each life progressed from the 
former. Thus a ruler in · one age if evil becomes a beggar in 
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the· succeeding age, a bigot in one age, having shut out the 
light that came to him, has learned nothing, therefore his spirit 
has nothing to unload and cannot enter a beautiful world. He 
goes to a barren desolate planet, unfolds what he can, returns 
to earth and takes a body through which he can learn more; 
a just person lives many years in a beautiful world before he 
returns, and then in returning attracts to himself parents that 
give him a body through which he can be glorified. The final 
condition of man and woman is perfection, the work not done 
in one age, must be done in the next age. Man advances from 
the savage to the highest being, each great person, either ruler 
of empires, inventor, millionaire, poet, has evolved from the 
lowest of savages and through various reincarnations and re
embodiments has gradually evolved into the ·moral and intellec
tual giant, through the involution of matter on various sections 
of earth. Having done the work of the 12 constellations, he 
has unfolded all his faculties; the soul now bursts forth its 
rays of light through the various organs of the brain rays of 
light shine from the head, which forms a circle around his 
head looking like a sun and all about him is a spiritual gar
ment, an aura that has all the colors of the rainbow. He has 
gained perfection and enters a perfect world. Rev. 10, v. 1 
and 12 v. 1. Every crimi~al, idiot, inventor, ruler or phil
osopher will in his final state become a guardian spirit, angel, 
arch-angel and ruler of worlds; from the naked or Adamic 
state of ignorance to- the final state of being. He afterwards 
goes to Mars, Jupiter and other planets of our solar system 
until after ages he becomes a world builder, Psalm 82, v. 6. 

Key to Psychology 

Use the Golden Rule Every Day. Tell the truth even if 
you lose a few pal try dollars by doing so, for what is the good 
of riches if you lose your own soul? Eat a good healthy dinner. 
H.elp your fell ow being no matter if he thinks like you or not. 
If he thinks exactly like you he needs not your help because he 

· has what you have; ·if you think continually good of people, no 
m-~tt~r how ill they think of you, it witi be your good th9ugh~s 
that will· conquer them iri the end and overpower their evil 
thoughts~ ·. The high nature ·of one will lift up and ~levate t:he 
low ·nature of another. See .the beautiful sid·e· of all with whom 
you . come in contact and. trust· yourself. Kn9wing th~t all 
powers are within t_he human soul and ~hat the word impossible 
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belongs to the animal but not to the human family. If you fail, 
try again, and if you fail the second time, change quarters; but 
try again. Do not give up. Learn a trade for the good of 
humanity and for the cultivation of your own nature regardles 
of the pay you get out of it. If you understand your business 
you will get awarded; do not think of money, think of your 
business and success is yours. 

Labor in the vineyard of progress while the sun shines, and 
bathe in the incense of flowers while the morning dew departs. 
Gather the roses before the evening of your life, that you may 
rest in peace when your sun has set, and arise in the morning 
of your resurrection in a zone more glorious than you have 
dreamed of - a perfect man in a perfect world. Be true to 
your highest nature and yourself; an honest man and a virtuous 
woman are the noblest work of creation. 

The spleen controls the spiritual body, as the liver controls 
the physical body; and the solar plexus is controlled by the soul 
itself. Intuition comes from the soul itself, the God within. 
It is the power that says I know. But Inspiration is the con
necting thought between your guardian spirit and yourself. It 
comes from the world of spirit and not from the soul or first 
cause. A person who smokes cigarets, drinks coca-cola or too 
much whiskey or cheap, doped coffee burns and diseases the finer 
brain and thereby closes the avenue of inspiration. He lays the 
foundation for insanity and consumption, besides losing his 
energy and manhood ; because cigaret smoking destroys the 
action of the splenn and paralyzes the nerves. Thomas Edison 
says, "Acroline of a cigaret has a violent action on the nerve 
centers, producing degeneration of the cells of the brain. This 
degeneration is permanent and uncontrollable. 

Psychology comes from two Greek words, psycho or soul, 
and fogy., discourse - or discourse of the soul. All expressions 
of life, inferior to the human, are but the result of impulsations 
or vibrations from the unitary state of existence which is soul 
life. Souls are the only primaries, and these alone are individ
ually possessed of immortality, called Divine Soul., which ex
pression distinguishes it from the human spirit and human mind, 
which are derived from it, and are its offspring. They depend 
upon it for existence and sustenance. The ancient Buddhists 
give the soul as seven principles of man, i. e., the physkal body, 
which is connected with the astral or spiritual body by means of 
vitality. Vitality is, therefore, the second, while the astral 
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body is the third principle in man. So far man is only a piece 
of mechanism run by clock-work, capable indeed of surviving in 
astral form after the physical body is dissolved, but still only 
as an ignus f atuus., an apparition, a shell, a creature which may 
be compared to a comet hastening to destruction. It is 
proper to speak of these three principles, collectively or sepa
rately, as shells. They are shells. The spiritual nature is the 
kernel of the fruit; the astral body is the inner shell; while the 
physical structure is the outer shell, vitality being merely the 
link or magnetism which connects them. No jelly-fish can de
velop into a monkey and no ape can develop into a man; no 
matter can evolve spirit, no blind forces can beget the attributes 
of mind. The soul itself, the atma, or seventh and highest 
principle in maq, never began to be and therefore always will be. 
It is the divine nephesh, the breath of the Eternal in human 
nostrils, the incorruptible treasure- placed for a while in earthern 
vessels; at once the cause and the associate of all material things. 
The Spiritual World, behind the scenes, is the director of the 
play of natural forces. Life is one grand, unbroken chain in 
which there are no missing links. The life that begins to man
ifest itself on earth in the Monad doubtless is withdrawn when 
the animation of the Monad ceases, but the cause of life in the 
Monad does not inhere in it, considered as a Material Entity. 
The life principle inheres in a spiritual unit, an essential atom 
of conscious existence. 

When the duad appears, the way has been prepared for it 
by the Monad; for which first the unseen soul gives forth rays 
of its own vitality. These rays have an affinity for each other, 
and the affinity of life radiations for one another is the cause of 
attraction or chemical affinity in the lower w:Jrlds. Every new 
type on earth is due to a new impulsion of Spirit, and has of 
necessity a form in spirit before that form is clothed with mat
ter on earth. Every spirit, therefore, creates its own environ
ment, and rnust of necessity produce the crudest and lowliest 
forms of organism before it can bring the higher into being. 
From the standpoint of the spirit, who has conquered matter, 
and can control it completely, everything is seen to be of use. 
Tlze Spirit itself is never fully embodied except in a perfect 
human form, but is connected with the body, in all cases, until 
the connecting cord is loosed; then with the breaking of the 
vital bond, the body begins to crumble into dust, and the Spirit 
finds itself unable any longer, except through the mediumship of 
those yet in an earthly form., to manifest itself to earth. You 
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must learn to think of yourself as outside your body as well as 
in it. Yam snirir JJervade.s ~}r.cm.r .. .h~ , animate ·_ . .but daes-cllot 
necessarily at all times abide within it. When you are fast 
asleep, you yourself are out of your body, and you may be seen 
by others who are out of their bodies at the same time. In 
dreams you often actually encounter the spirits of persons who 
are now living on earth. Your astral selves meet in the astral 
world while your physical bodies are in slumber. By a process 
of spiritual photography which may be instantaneous, the spirit 
is able to throw a vision of its experiences in the spiritual state, 
on to the sensitized plate within the mental earner Insomnia 
soon eads to msanity, because the spirit, which is a native of the 
spirit-world, cannot bear to live too intensely on the material 
plane. The higher metaphysics of all countries and ages teach 
that matter is only a delusion of the senses. When man has 
fully developed this power of ~ill, soul, or spirit over matter, 
disease will be unknown, .for the spirit, having gained the victory 
completely over matter. If it endeavors to enchain the spirit, 
then the true elixir vitae will be found but found only within 
man's spirit, in a perfect form, and in that form enjoy perfect 
liberty. 

A spirit is born when and where it is, because its condition 
is what it is, and its condition at any period in its career is the 
natural and necessary result of what has gone before. Your 
divine soul is not fully embodied until you reach the standard 
of the perfect man, called in the New Testament the full 
measure of the stature of Christ. Man is composed of seven 
principles~ which are: 1, The Body; 2, Vitality; 3, The Astral 
Body; 4, The Animal Soul; 5, The Human Soul; 6, The Spirit
ual Soul; 7, The Divine Soul. It requires the embodiment of 
the first four to produce a conscious animal and of the fifth to 
produce a human mind. Six must be expressed in order to con
stitute a spiritually-minded person, and only those who are in 
their last embodiments and finish their course on earth before 
leaving the body, express the seventh. The expression of the 
seventh principle is the distinguishing mark of one who is truly 
an avatar or Messiah. Every soul is destined at length to be
come an angel; an angel being a soul which has unfolded per
fectly through a complete series of earthly discipline and expe
rience in the spirit spheres which are connected with the earth. 
Though an angel is a minister or messenger, those spirits alone 
are competent to keep watch over mortals who have themselves 
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gone through and overcome all earthly temptations. A teacher 
must have learned the lesson first. He has now to convey to 
others. Angels know all things that can be learned on earth. 
The angel is a complete soul, two in one, and acts as president 
of heavenly societies. The star circle in the heavens is the home 
of those angels whose inspiration is never felt on earth, except 
through intermediaries, save at such times as special messengers 
appear who give up everything for truth, and such messengers 
appear in some parts of the world about once in- every cycle of 
over 2,000 years; while at the close of every 600 years or there
abouts an unusual spiritual quickening is experienced somewhere 
on the planet. Krishna, Buddha, Zoroaster are titles applicable 
only to those who are spiritual messengers, and include the 
manifestation to earth of a sphere of exalted souls. Truth and 
light are free to all, but those souls receive it first who occupy 
the highest spiritual eminences. The spirit world is really a 
part of the earth. At least some portion of it is within the 
planets' atmosphere, though in its entirety it fills immeasurable 
immensity. Spiritual influences are ever around mankind and 
act upon sensitive organisms much as the winds play upon 
Aeolian harps or as the changes in temperature cause the quick
silver to rise and fall in the thermometers and barometers. We 
have God within us. We are the temples of the A /mighty. The 
spirit of the eternal tabernacles in us and those who think they 
have got rid of the everlasting fire will find themselves mistaken 
for the fire of divine justice is an eternal flame. The fire is 
quenchless, it can never go out. The fire that burns from with
out is one with the fire within. The fire is divine; it is an all
wise, an all-just, an all-merciful flame; the fire of divine life 
within the soul of man is the spirit of God in man. When the 
flame has purified every metal and transmuted every substance 
in the human constitution into gold, then the crucible has done 
its work and the flame has became the delightful influx of divine 
love and wisdom. 

(The above is from an Inspirational Discourse of W. J. Colville 
at the residence of Lady Caittness, Duchesse de Pomar, 51 Rue 
de l'Universite, Paris, July, 1885.) 

i 
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The Veil of the Temple 
The Aura 

An aura surrounds the body that binds the spiritual to the 
physical body. According to the activity of the mind, so swift 
or slow will this aura vibrate, and according to the knowledge 
and thought such color or colors will this aura be of. Matthew 
27, v. 40-51; Rev. 10, v. l; Rev. 12, v. 1. At death it takes 
the spirit three days to unwind the aura or to become discon
nected from the body; but it takes the spirit 40 days (from hour 
of death) to become entirely free from earthly surroundings and 
to disconnect the mind from all minds of earthly associates and 
habitation; and be free from matter. This is illustrated as 
Jonah in the whale for three days, or destroying the temple and 
re-build it again in 3 days; also Noah 40 days in the ark in a 
storm; also Moses 40 years in a desert - all meaning the spirit 
in a state of distress 40 days from time of death of the body. 
Also 40 moon phases for the soul to weave a body for itself 
from conception to birth. Also 40 years' rule of Solomon, or 
the Solar Man; and 40 years to build the temple of Solomon, 
meaning the human body, and 40 weeks were changed into 40 
years. The temple of Solo-mon., of course meaning the temple 
of man., the human body. Exodus 24, v. 18. Moses symbol 
of the soul, spirit, man, with the aura, or nimbus. 

The auric belt surrounding a human being marks the stage 
of interior growth attained by that human entity. According 
to co/ors - Red is the color of love, courage, energy and all 
pertaining to the vigorous side of life. Orange signifies a com
bination of affection and knowledge. Yell ow is the color of 
wisdom. Green of hope, Blue of truth, Purple of royalty or a 
combination of affection, strength, dignity. Violet is the high
est spiritual ray, the crowning glory of all. The above seven 
colors of the human aura are in correspondence with the seven 
colors of the rainbow or the aura fo planet earth, and the rota
tion are exactly like that of man: the inner or first color is red, 
the outer or last color is violet, and is the aura of the most 
exalted spirit, while red is the aura of the lowest vibration of a 
spirit of the earth plane. Rose pink means childish love and 
childish enthusiasm. The aura is spun out of the bodies of 
those who generate it, though out of an inner body; as the silk
worm evolves the silk and the spider the gossamer thread, we 
thus spin our aura, according to the work we are doing. An 
evil minded person., with bad habits, spins a corresponding dark 
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aura, and builds for himself his own Hell, and at death gravi-
. tates to a world of his own attraction; a world, the atmosphere 
of which corresponds to his aura. Surely there are heavens 
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above and hells beneath in the spheres of our planet. The aura l 
of a selfish or mischievous person is dark and without accom-
panying brilliance and instead of straying upward as it flows 
outward, it will stream downward. Persons carry their aura 
with them, and continually throw it off like the fragrance of a f 
flower or the nauseating odor of a poisonous plant. The simple 'lill 
force of energy of life, the pure spirit of humanity is "V ril," 
and this it is which ·builds and heals and can exhibit power to 
command all combinations of varying elements to appear and 
disappear. The casual body, which is the innermost of all our 
bodies developed only in the case of adepts, and shines through 
the several outer vehicles or sheaths of the true ego, which are 
called our mental, astral and physical bodies. Avarice and 
sensuality are of a dull, heavy, perverted shade of red. On the 
other hand, kindness, purity of .thought and intelligence produce 
an aura of beautiful and transparent colors. At death such 
persons gravitate to the corresponding world. 

~-~~- J:hv-,:t.c> ~ -

£!~~~~~ -
Be ot to9Jii oe. s h.lii...\~~ .. 'Mub;EU.Y..WI 

~~.,£Q.£.o..:;l;~la_penumbs the S~ll.~,e.s., e,atbet.._pillo~s pr.o.duce...hea -•"'2"L.oll',...6 
'f~ll:-~ '!S;!V../l.lli/JS, ,h,.u atjs . ~ak eye~ Me ~ ~ 
1cine is a joke, it destroys, while right diet builds you up. Th • 
Medical Trust is destroying American liberty. Padlock ,~ 
medical schools for 20 years and disease will disappear. Surge ~ h._ 
is ·a mechanical science, while medicine is but an experimen . ..,,~ 
I ,ha/1,nge the world to debate on the above. R'.c? ~' 

-~~ 
'k~,to#,~,t"/fJ.~ 

t7 'l:t'".2_~ ,9;,L~~? 
7-13- tJ:?:' ~~ ~ 
~ ~ 
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A8fRO-PSYCHOLOGICAL CHART 
of 

,t/ ~o..oe..Piiuk&-4'~. 
p---p1 ~ by 

ALEXIS CONSTANTIN CARL PFUHL 
Author, Teacher 

This Chart contains a course of WRITTEN LESSONS IN 
ASTRO-PSYCHOLOGY OF INDIVIDUALISM, based upon 
Astrology and Astro-Phrenology or the law of correspondence 
between your soul and the solar system of which you are a 
part,-TEACHING YOU to subdue obstacles, to better your 
condition physically, financially, intellectually, morally. 

Y OU should marry a person that is your opposite in 
nose, chin, physiology, features of face, and you will 
have. beautiful, intelligent and well balanced children, 

while your own life will be harmony and happiness. 

~~ ~- -r.,-c 
You are adapted for a ............................... ~.·-······,.~ 

~~1~---ht.--~~ ~J!rA-- --------------------------------~-------------------~~ 
~~--~----~7--✓-~ 
t~-~---~~in.-~-~-~ 

The weakest part of your body is ... ~~-~--./~ ~ 

__ d~:~:-~~=~~ 
ing the geography of the world - and let your stomach religion:~,.>-
be: Good food makes good blood, good blood makes good ~'11' ~ 
brain, good brain in a good head rules the world, but a good 'z:t. ~ 
cook rules all. ------~-, ___ / __ r~-- • 

~ ~~~~~~-.... . ~-
~~~~ t;k1Jf!}k~ /t#o .~ 
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Your luckv st .. . ----·-.:,:.:-.. , -- , ,~Ar. -,_.,,, -L _ - .se~ Astro•Geograph . 
r ates are ( 

\ 'r,,_· .... -L~~ ~ Y 
H IP,./:G ....... 11::~: ···i-····-·· ·~······~· ..... L....l[llll'__,f/7----~--=~ ~ ~ '~ ~ ... ····-····~,__~~·~·~·· ··········~' ·:-····-·~~._,e:-_~ .. =~ ~-······· -- - ,I 

~~-----·~~~~ --~ ,I 

r~ - --- _Y_d·~~···· . ·········· ~ 
J .. e.~~~ /L,,. ~~,----V-'7-'-

···-····-···-I- ~ ~ - , /,·····-2···-·· . 
y . ··-···· ... ···-·· .e.. .... -••··········· ... ~. -··· 

@ our unlucky states are ........... , ............... ~:· .. ~::.·: .. · .. :-· .. ~~ ~ .... ~A~~~~··~· 6~··•····-····' .. ·-:::·-·:::-::::·~···:: .. ::::: ..... ··: .. ·::~:::·~~··· 
~-1'..· _,,__.. ___ ~ ... ~~·155)!~%dv. 

·- -~-L!.-1 .~~~~ . . -~L~ 
--- .... ~::.:_····-·-·-···~····-··--· ~·~~-----··~··-···················::::;::. ~, . • ·-···· .... :~e:tf.~..... ···-. ····-···· ···-··· . , 
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Spirits of th.e Dead 

There is no death, there are no dead; 
From zone to zone, from sphere to sphere, 
The souls of aII who pass from here 
By hosts of living thoughts are led. 
And dark or bright, those souls must tread 
The paths they fashioned year on year; 
For hells are built of hate and fear 
And heavens of love our lives have shed. 
Across unatlasted worlds of space, 
And through God's mighty universe, 
With thoughts that bless or thoughts that curse, 
Each journeys to his rightful place. 
Oh, greater truth no man has said, 
"There is no death, there are no dead." 

Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
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LESSON IN ASTRO-PSYCHOLOGY OF INDIVIDUALISM 

By A. c. C. PFUHL, Teacher of Astrology, Psychology and Diet 
Psycbo-pathic Healer, International Food Expert, Author Key to Bible 

and Reinca,-nation, Osfris Unvailed, Science of Health, 
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